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This document is a brief summary of The 3.0 Project. Due to the international potential, it is written in 
English. It has the status of a ‘living document’, which means that the project is continually edited and 
updated. The content can be changed through revisions that may or may not reference to previous 
changes. 
 
The information contained in this document is for authorised use by the intended recipient(s) only. 
As it contains information of a personal and confidential nature, it may not be shared, copied, 
disclosed, used or made public by virtue of law, regulations or agreement. If someone other than the 
intended recipient should receive or come into possession of this document he/she will not be 
entitled to read, disseminate, disclose or duplicate it. 
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CHAPTER 1 – THE TRANSFORMATION 
 
Instagram             Facebook 
 

 
April 20th 2018 
 
Before I started my bodytransformation I used to look at ‘before & after’ pictures for inspiration. 

Now I can look at my own � � 
The first picture is from a little while ago and I actually was in a very dark place. I was tired all the 
time, I thought I would just make great shows and choreographies and I would have to be fine 
with not being able to really dance like I always used to before. But the worst thing of it all was, 
that I didn’t really like to be amongst other people anymore. 
That was just my ‘normal’ at that moment, but the second picture was taken yesterday and now 

there is this total ‘new normal’, which feels soooooo much better. � 
My goal is, and always has been, to share what I have to give. Like my passion and knowledge 
for dance. But what do you share if you have given everything away? 
Like RuPaul says: “If you can’t love yourself, how in the HELL you gonna love somebody 
else???”  
This process has not been easy, like at all...and it will be a work in progress, but I can already say 

I freakin’ did the damn thing. �� � ❤� 
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My heart is full again and I have more than enough to share, so I do and I will... 

(Lately I can’t wait to give my dance training for example. � Already waiting for the next one!) 
The moral of this little story is; Take good care of yourself and don’t be afraid to ask for help 
when you need it.  
 
I have so much more to share now and something big is coming... But I will have to call in some 
favours to make this happen. So please open the door if I come knocking. 

�� � ☺� 
I know that without the love and support from my husband Franklin Ignacio I wouldn’t be who 
and where I am now.  
And I have mentioned him many times before, but Mo Moare Naaleye and his incredible 
knowledge of the human body alongside his mental support has been essential as well. 
 

❤� 
 — at Fabulosity Headquarters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
Mohamed (Mo) Naaleye 
Personal trainer of Roy (and also a professional 
accomplished dancer graduated at Codarts) 
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CHAPTER 2 – ROY JONATHANS 
 
ABOUT 
Roy Jonathans is a creative director, choreographer, performance coach, teacher and former dancer. 
In his teens he worked as a Streetdance teacher and won numerous national and European 
championships with his own dance team. His style can best be described as ‘Urban Pop’, a fusion of 
pop music with hip hop elements. At the Lucia Marthas dance academy he is trained as a professional 
dancer and in addition he travelled several times to America to enrich his dance skills. He also went 
to India to obtain a certificate in Bollywood-dance. 
 
After his study Roy’s introduction to the dance world was quite successful. As an all-round dancer he 
was asked for various jobs. In 2004 he started Dutch Dance Agency (in 2016 the ‘Agency’ part was 
rebranded to ‘Artistry’) to establish himself as a choreographer. In that same year Roy became one of 
the head teachers at Albeda Dans College. In 2008 he was promoted to artistic director of their 
annual theatre shows. A year later Roy was introduced as a choreographer on TV when he worked on 
the first Dutch season of ‘So You Think You Can Dance’. 
 
Nowadays Roy choreographs for artists like Afrojack and Sharon Doorson, companies such as 
McDonald’s, T-Mobile and Nike. He is the creative force behind 4 seasons of the spectacular Villa 
Thalia dinner shows. In 2013 Roy was appointed as the resident creative for Asics in Europe and in  
2016 he went three weeks to Rio for the Summer Olympics. Next to guiding the branded shows that 
Asics presented at Ipanema beach, he also hosted a private yoga-workshop for key accounts clients. 
Right under the world-famous statue of Jesus. 
 
THE TURNING POINT 
Roy travels all over the world for his work and has learned that music and dance unites people, 
regardless where they’re from. It brings him pure joy to be able to make a connection with the 
audience through his work. His mission is to make a vision come alive and often says to clients: ‘You 
tell the story and I’ll set the stage!’ 
 
That catchphrase has brought Roy a lot on a professional level. Yet it did not support his personal 
growth. The last couple of years he didn’t quite feel like himself. The more success he obtained, the 
more weight he gained. At his heaviest he weighted about 105 kilos.  
 
It took a while before Roy found the strength to reset himself. He finally began his mission and with 
great success. That is the story he wants to share with the world. In all the forms, shapes and sizes his 
personality and artistry has to offer.  
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CHAPTER 3 – THE 3.0 PROJECT 
 
THE TITLE 
Usually when people grow, transform or reach a certain phase in their life, they are often described as 
a ‘2.0’ version of themselves. In our project ‘3.0’ refers to another level of development that a person 
can grow into. A reinvention of oneself.  
 
THE CONCEPT 
A personal story of a journey to self-love, but at the same time it is an universal story about standing 
in your light and owning your power. 
Visually this story is written through the art of dance and told by a series of short dance movies 
(SDM). It will start in a dark place, literally and figuratively. This will be the place where the spark 
within will be ignited. This spark will start a journey through a ray of emotions, moods and colours. 
With each step the spark will grow bigger and bigger. Until white light is the only thing you see. 
 
THE TARGET GROUP 
 
Primary  
Kids, tweens, teens and young adults 
 
Secondary 
People with interest in dance  
People with interest in entertainment 
People with interest in art 
People with interest in film 
People with interest in human interest  
People with interest in cultural diversity  
 
A LABOUR OF LOVE 
There are no financial funds for this project. It is a labour of love produced by creative individuals 
who are willing to put time and effort in this artistic manifestation of Roy’s vision.  
He has a link with everyone who appears and dances in this project. Either personally or on a 
profession level. Also several artists, directors, filmmakers, producers, stylists, music producers and 
art designers are willing to contribute.  

 
THE FORM 
 
Short Dance Movie (SDM) 
 

• Each SDM will be exactly 60 seconds.  
• Each SDM will be very different from one to another. A different dance style and a very 

distinctive styling when it comes to costumes.  
• Each SDM will feature a different cast (except for the first and the last edition), for example a 

cast with only kids, or an all male or female cast.  
• The common denominator will be Roy who stars in every SDM.  
• The 10 SDM’s attached to each other (together with the prologue videos) will become one 

film.  
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Intro video 
 

• Each SDM will have an intro video that introduces the storyline. This video will be published 
apart from the SDM and can be seen as a teaser.  

• If the intro video and SDM were put together it will be seen as one film.   
 
Behind the scenes video   
 

• Bits and pieces of the process will also be documented on film. For example a meeting, a 
rehearsal or a stylist working on a costume. But also a ‘directors cut-video’ will be shot, which 
can tell more about the SDM after its release.  

• These ‘behind the scene-clips’ will give people an insight of which facets the project consists 
of. And therefore it can also be used as a teaser to make the viewer curious to see the end 
result.  

• In the form of a vlog (narrated by Roy?) or documentary style (black and white?). 
 
Social Media Content 
 

• During each cycle of a SDM, Social Media content will be used to expand the reach of the 
target group.  

• Think of inspiring words, witty texts, anticipating posts, teasing pictures and funny 
boomerangs.  

• In order to successfully execute this part the following elements are needed: a coordinator, 
knowledge of algorithm and an extensive planning schedule.   

 
THE FIGURES  
 

• Number of prologue videos  10 
• Duration per prologue video   60 seconds 
• Number of Short Dance Movies 10 
• Duration per Short Dance Movie 60 seconds 
• Number of dancers per video  Minimum 1, max 14 
• Number of extras per video  0, max 8 
• Number of crew per video  Approx. 10 
• Timeframe publishing content  September 2018  - June 2019 
• Monthly cycle schedule  Week 1 – Intro video &  

           Behind the scenes video 1 
           Social Media content 

 Week 2 – Behind the scenes video 2 
      Social Media content 
 Week 3 – Behind the scenes video 3 
      Social Media content 
 Week 4 – SHORT DANCE MOVIE 
      Social Media Content  
      Director’s Cut video  
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THE CHANNEL(S) 
 

 Primary                    Secondary 

                     
 
Instagram will be the focus of this project. The account ‘the3.0project’ with 
hashtag ‘#the3point0project’ is the backbone of everything regarding the 
project. The idea is that if someone would have a look at the feed, that person 
can not only see the published Short Dance Movies, but also the creation 
process in one glance. And visually this account will also show the journey 
through the rainbow of colours. 
 
The following news item that appeared on the Internet platform ‘Music Business 
Worldwide’, describes the reason why this platform is chosen for this project.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Jaden Smith last week quietly dropped Electric, a surprise five track project. This particular news 
unsurprisingly didn’t generate endless headlines like other major out-of-nowhere album releases, but 
the method of release should’ve grabbed some more attention. The project was an exclusive, but not 
to Apple Music, Spotify, Amazon Music, or even Tidal. No, instead Smith’s music could only be heard 
on Instagram. 
 
Last month through a series of announcements, Instagram, the Facebook owned photo-sharing app, 
emerged ready to become a new monetary force within the music industry, as streaming continues to 
become the dominant mode of music consumption and revenue. On June 20, Instagram announced 
IGTV, the company’s attempt to compete with YouTube and distinguish itself with vertical video 
content.Their presentation included former Vine star, Lele Pons, prolific Twitch Fortnite streamer 
Ninja, while the New York City press event included an intimate live performance by the pop singer 
Alessia Cara. 
 
YouTube might’ve just launched YouTube Music to better compete in the streaming music 
marketplace, but Instagram is vying to become to the new dedicated home for all content creators. 
The fate of IGTV remains to be seen, but according a report by Digiday early experiments by 
restaurant and retail brands shows a rather loose approach in navigating this new platform – Netflix 
updated an hour long video loop of a Stranger Things actor eating a burger and got over 600,000 
views. 
 
Right now there are no advertisements or direct ways to monetize but their arrival is certainly a when, 
not an if, question.   
IGTV wasn’t the only new feature that Instagram introduced that should excite the music industry. On 
June 28, Instagram announced that users will have the ability to add stickers to their Stories that play  
officially licensed music. Earlier this year, Ole Obermann, the Chief Digital Officer of Warner Music 
Group, said of the deal between the label and Facebook: “Our partnership with Facebook will help 
expand the universe of music streaming and create supplementary revenue for artists. Fan-created 
video is one of the most personal, social and often viral ways that music is enjoyed, but its 
commercial potential is largely untapped.” 
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This announcement is an even more direct shot at YouTube’s role within the music ecosystem. 
YouTube’s content ID system allows for artists to monetize videos on the platform, which feature their  
work even if they didn’t have a hand in its creation. Instagram’s music stickers formalizes the creative 
ways users already interact with music on the platform. 
 
The previously organic behavior of recording a video and listening to one’s favorite song now holds 
the potential to compensate their favorite artists. Two years ago, NBA MVP Russell Westbrook 
uploaded a Twitter video listening to Lil Uzi Vert’s “Do What I Want” and the viral video eventually 
became the peg for a Nike campaign. Facebook partnered with all of the major labels, Merlin, and 
other publishing groups to allow for monetization of previously niche direct to follower 
communication. 
 
While services like Pandora and Spotify would like to provide an endless soundtrack to one’s day; 
Instagram’s aim is to monetize the parts of the day that your choose to broadcast. One shouldn’t 
overlook that Instagram stories is currently used by over 400 million people, which is double its 
closest competitor of Snapchat (191 million) and even Spotify (170 million). 
 
The proposition for artists is now to give fans a reason to stream one’s music but also use Instagram 
Stories to heighten visible public displays of affection. If streaming severed the connection of fans 
from physical goods; Instagram discovered a way for Facebook and labels to secure profit from 
previously genuine sharing of content. 
 
The music industry, unlike like other media industries – journalism – never completely relied on 
Facebook. Though a strong presence on the platform provided a great way to reach fans, as the 
algorithm shifted, page promotion started to increase in cost, and other digital methods of 
communication opened up the value proposition of Facebook started to wane. 
 
A manager stated that for their biggest artist focus shifted away from Facebook as their audience 
appears increasingly disengaged. Part of the reason Facebook isn’t quite as dominant is because of 
Facebook’s own  
 
company: Instagram. The social media giant recently announced that Instagram is now home to over 
a billion users and these recent moves continues to show meaningful ways of seeking expansion. 
Instagram is often a place where artists telegraph when a new album cycle is starting: See Miley 
Cyrus’s now empty Instagram page. 
 
However, others are experimenting with the form. The rapper Tierra Whack (allegedly signed to 
Interscope) uploaded her all fifteen videos for her 15 minute-long video onto her Instagram. 
The novel approach showed that Instagram can offer wholly unique ways of music distribution that 
aren’t being offered by Apple, Spotify, or even YouTube. 
 
The platform doesn’t have the catalog of YouTube, but it holds nearly endless content of people 
singing and semi-privately sharing their favorite songs with friends. 
IGTV will continue to grow, but the addition of music to Instagram Stories opens up a new path for 
untapped monetization. 
 
Instagram has transformed a platform for marketing into a platform where marketing could actually 
return a profit. Music Business Worldwide 
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Theatre show 
Initially these videos will be created to form the vehicle that tells the story online via Social Media). 
But the second goal is to perform this story in real life, touching hearts in theaters and other venues. 
Even though this is a specific story, it will be told in a way that will be appealing to an inclusive 
audience. The look and feel of this show will be on trend, with cool choreographies, beautiful styling, 
a spectacular lighting plan and amazing music. Think of it as a meaningful concert show set in a 
theatre, with dance as the main attraction instead of a pop artist. This will be a show everybody wants 
to see. The universal theme will speak to all kinds of audiences: young, old and from different 
cultures/ethnicities. The cool kids will think it’s cool, the arty people will know it’s art. 
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CHAPTER 4 – THE STORYLINE 
 
1. The Dark Place   
Storyline:  Roy sits on a throne and has the dancers under his spell 
Dance style:  Urban Pop, experimental 
Inspiration:  Game of Thrones, Asia, Martial Arts, Royalty 
Setting:  Dungeon, castle  
Styling:  Fantasy. Colours all black 
 
2. The odd one out 
Storyline:  Roy as a kid gets teased by the cool kids, because he likes to play with a Barbie doll.  
Dance style:  Pop, up-tempo 
Inspiration:  Beverly Hills Teens 
Setting:  The 80’ties. First scene in a child bedroom, second scene at a basketball court 

situated between enormous apartment buildings.  
Styling:  80’ties, bright colours, main colour is purple  
 
3 Girls best friend 
Storyline:  Roy finds that he is more comfortable around girls and has fun. 
  Danity Kane, Pussycat Dolls, Little Mix, etc. 
Dance style:  Urban Pop  
Inspiration:  Slumber party scene in Grease, that turns in to full performance fantasy.  
Setting:  Scene 1 – Girls bedroom. Scene 2 - A performance stage like Theater   
  Zuidplein (adults who portray the future versions of the kids) 
Styling:  Playfull for part 1. Sexy for part 2.  
 
4 Tough guys  
Storyline:  Roy has to hide his secret. He hangs out with guys. He keeps having to toughen up 
  and this eventually leads to a breakdown.  
Dance style:  Hip Hop, Urban 
Inspiration:   Magic Mike, Chris Brown, Usher,   
Setting:  Street or abandoned warehouse  
Styling:  Either streetwear or suit & tie (or both?). Main colour is blue. 
 
5  Contemplating  
Storyline:  Roy is extremely unhappy and depressed. He feels that there is only one way out and 
  he is contemplating about what would be the best way to do it.   
Dance style:  Modern, lyrical 
Inspiration:   American Beauty  
Setting:   A dark bedroom setting  
Styling:  Got till it’s gone (Janet), yellow, gold, brown, old school feeling.  
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6 Rebirth 
Storyline:  A spiritual rebirth 
Dance style:  Afro 
Inspiration:  Shaka Zulu , Wakanda, Africa 
Setting:  Forest, earth, big plants (Botanical garden Amsterdam or Burgers Bush?) 
Styling:  Royal, fantasy, ethnic/african/jungle/plants. Main colour is green 
 
7 Dance Academy  
Storyline:  It’s a new day. Roy attends the dance academy and feels in his element. 
Dance style:  (Show) Jazz. Technical, Lines 
Inspiration:  Fame, Center Stage, a Chorus Line, Flashdance 
Setting:  Dance Academy, Dance Studio 
Styling:  Dancewear. Main colour is yellow. 
 
8 Girly Guys 
Storyline:  Self acceptance, pride 
Dance style:  Fun, Urban Pop, Britney  
Inspiration:  Jonte Moaning, Manga/Harajuku. Club Kids RuPaul’s Drag Race. 
Setting:  Club 
Styling:  Fun, extra. Main colour is peach/orange 
 
9 Fused 
Storyline:  Embracing the whole world and all the different aspects 
Dance style:  Fusion, incorporating all styles 
Inspiration:  Deborah Cox - Who do you love, In the Heights musical 
Setting:  Street setting 
Styling:  The 50ties, Desperate Housewives 
 
10 The light  
Storyline:  Embracing the whole world and all it’s different aspects 
Dance style:  Fusion, incorporating all styles 
Inspiration:  The Neverending Story (light castle) 
Setting:  Street setting 
Styling:  All white, ethereal (queen the Never Ending Story) 
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CHAPTER 4 – SDM 1: THE DARK PLACE 
 

 
 
ARTISTIC INFO 
 
Storyline:  This will be where the journey starts. Roy sits on a throne and has the dancers under 

his spell. The main focus will be on ‘The King’ (Roy Jonathans) who will open the 
video. The rest of the cast, ‘The Court’, will be a collection of the strong dancers and 
personalities The King 3.0’s court will be formed with characters from groups like 
Candymen, the Find Your Artistry Kids and everything in between. Everyone styled in 
the black theme. 
In a voodoo like way The King will ‘control’ the movement of the dancers, like he is 
‘choreographing’. Every time this happens his eyes will turn white and so will the eyes 
of the dancer(s) he is controlling/choreographing. The eyes turning white will 
reference to the ignited spark from within. 

 
Dance style:  Urban Pop, experimental 
Inspiration:  Game of Thrones, Asia, Martial Arts, Royalty 
Setting:  The look and feel is going to be based on the popular TV-series Game Of Thrones, 

but will have an ‘Asian Edge’. It will take place in a dark place, think of a black 
dungeon of some sorts.  

Styling:  All styling regarding hair, make-up and clothing/costumes will be black as well. 
Always having that rugged GOT look but always topped with something fierce and 
fabulous like something shiny, glitter and sparkles. 

Music: ? 
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GENERAL INFO 
 
Dates  Rehearsal - Saturday 18th of August. Shoot - Wednesday 22nd of August. 
Locations Rehearsal – Dance for you (Wateringen), shoot - ? 
 
Cast  Dancers 
  Roy Jonathans, Christiaan Sevenhuijsen, Adil El-hammouti, ?, Djinti Sullivan,  
  Amaranta Wolters, Meyline Schuurs 
 
  Extras 
  Kids: Nigel, Baran, Senn, Gwen, Ninthe, Trijntje 
  Candymen: Andy & Tim 
   
  Cameo 
  Kimberly Maasdamme 
     
Crew  Filmer & editor – Rachid Pardo | Anders Vision 

Rachid Pardo is a filmmaker and focuses with his company on fashion, commercials, 
corporate films, documentation of extraordinary weddings, backstage reports and 
interviews. Some of the familiar faces he captured on film are comedian and tv host 
Jandino Asporaat, actor Dirk Zeelenberg, (tv) chef Herman den Blijker, Dutch queen 
Maxima and king Willem-Alexander, rapper Snoop Dogg and actor and comedian 
Kevin Hart. 
Rachid has an interest in dance. He has made the registration of the Dutch theatre 
tour of So You Can Dance and of several theatre shows of Isabelle Beernaert. He also 
created his own independent project ‘DNA’ (Dance Narrates Arts). Most recently he 
produced a documentary series of Rotterdam’s 2018 summer carnival, where he 
follows the winning dance group and the elected queen.     
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CHAPTER 5 – SDM 2: THE ODD ONE OUT 
 

 
 
ARTISTIC INFO 
 
Storyline:  Roy is seen as a kid. On tv he likes to watch ‘girly cartoons’ and he is frightened when 

his mom catches him. Yet she is full of compassion and gives him a Barbie doll as a 
token of love and acceptance. He is thrilled and dances from excitement.  
Outside Roy sees the cool kids dancing. He is amazed by them and joins in. But at 
the end they see him as a freak because of his Barbie doll. They tease him, kick the 
Barbie and throw him to the ground. Then they leave him behind.  

 
Dance style:  Pop, up-tempo 
Inspiration:  Beverly Hills Teens, Stranger Things, Super 8 
Setting:  The 80s. First scene in a child bedroom, second scene at a basketball court 
Styling:  80s, bright colours, main colour is purple  
Music: Produced 
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GENERAL INFO 
 
Dates  Rehearsal – Thursday 2nd of August, Thursday 9th of August 
Locations Rehearsal – Dance for you (Wateringen), shoot – Exterior Noes Fiolet Studio’s  
  (Capelle a/d IJssel), Interior – private house (Capelle a/d IJssel) 
 
Cast  Dancers 
  Jeshian (Mini Roy), Shakira, Joya, Delphine, Mick, Mees, Ninthe 
 
  Cameo (portraying the mother) 
  ? 
     
Crew  Filmer & editor – Yuri Tand (partner Orihana Calcines) 
  Yuri Tand is a freelance video editor and photographer, he loves to create,  
  capture and play with images. He is fortunate to be able to spend a good  
  amount of time on personal projects, traveling and collaborate with creative  
  people. 
  Next to independent work in Curaçao and The Netherlands, Yuri also works for ‘Linda 
  TV’ on several projects such as the L’Homo covershoot 2016 (with TV presenters Jan 
  Versteegh & Tim Hofman) & 2017 (with singer Douwe Bob), an interview of fashion 
  blogger Negin Mirsalehi and most recently a report of The House of Vineyard  
  (Ballroom Vogue dance). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


